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Abstract

Abnormal tau protein aggregates constitute a hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease. The

mechanisms underlying the initiation of tau aggregation in sporadic neurodegenera-

tion remain unclear. Here we investigate whether a non-human prion can seed tau

aggregation.Due to their structural similaritywith tau aggregates, we chose Sup35NM

yeast prion domain fibrils for explorative tau seedings. Upon in vitro incubation with

tau monomers, Sup35NM fibrils promoted the formation of morphologically distinct

tau fibril strains. In vivo, intrahippocampal inoculation of Sup35NM fibrils accentu-

ated tau pathology in P301S tau transgenic mice. Thus, our results provide first in

vivo evidence for heterotypic cross-species seeding of a neurodegenerative human

prion-like protein by a yeast prion. This opens up the conceptual perspective that non-

mammalian prions present in the humanmicrobiome could be involved in the initiation

of protein misfolding in neurodegenerative disorders, a mechanism for which we pro-

pose the term “trans-seeding.”
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1 NARRATIVE

1.1 Contextual background

Most human neurodegenerative diseases are associated with prion-

like protein aggregation.1 In Alzheimer’s disease (AD), amyloid beta

(Aβ) accumulates in extracellular plaques, whereas tau protein forms

intraneuronal aggregates known as tangles.2 While the appearance of

tau tangles correlates well with cognitive decline,3,4 the initial cause

for this disease-defining protein aggregation remains unknown. In AD,

the normally soluble tau protein forms rigid β-sheet structured aggre-
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gates, which then can spread from cell to cell and be transmitted

upon inoculation.5 With these latter features, tau resembles classical

prions.6

Prions are proteinaceous particles with an infectious behavior,

which is much more pronounced than the relatively slow cell-to-cell

spreading of tau. The term “prion” was introduced by Prusiner for the

infectious particle causing scrapie, a neurodegenerative disease that

primarily affects sheep.7 Several years later, Wickner identified Sup35

as a first non-mammalian prion in yeast.8 Classical prion diseases

involve modifications of the prion protein PrP.9 Like tau, PrP can

misfold and aggregate into β-sheet structured aggregates.10 Such
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β-sheet structures are made up of twisted and pleated polypeptide

strands.11 The folding of such β-sheet templates can be “copied” by

soluble molecules, which thereby adopt the rigid conformation of their

β-sheet templates. This template-based induction of β-sheet structure
is referred to as “seeding.”12,13 Thus, AD patient-derived or synthetic

tau fibrils can seed soluble tau into β-sheet–structured aggregates in a
prion-like manner.4

In neurodegenerative diseases, for reasons not yet understood,

tau aggregates often occur in parallel with aggregates of other β-
sheet–structured prion-like proteins, for example with Aβ in AD or α-
synuclein in Parkinson’s disease (PD).14 In this context, cross-seeding

of tau has been observed for several human prion-like proteins, includ-

ingα-synuclein,15,16 Aβ,17,18 and islet amyloid polypeptide.19 Given the

demonstrated cross-seedings of tauwith various humanprion-like pro-

teins, we hypothesized that even non-human prion proteins might be

able to seed tau aggregation, provided they feature β-sheet structures
similar to tau aggregates. Such non-human prions might thus serve as

an infectious pathogenic factor in sporadic AD. We therefore set out

to analyze, as a proof of concept, whether a β-sheet–structured yeast

prion was capable of triggering tau aggregation.

The concept that non-mammalian prions might be involved in seed-

ing tau aggregationmay seemunexpected (if not far-fetched), given the

still widely held species barrier theory for prions.20,21 Nevertheless,

considering the potentially significant consequences of such a scenario

for public health, further exploration of this hypothesis is warranted.

1.2 Study conclusions and disease implications

In our study, the addition of minute amounts of an aggregated yeast

prion domain to soluble tau promoted the formation of tau fibrils.

These tau fibrils, induced by the yeast Sup35NM prion domain, differ

from the tau fibrils that form in the absence of Sup35NM, pointing to

a direct interaction of the yeast prion template with soluble tau. The

yeast prion aggregates therefore not only accelerate tau aggregation,

but also result in morphologically distinct tau fibril strains. Further-

more, the inoculation of Sup35NM yeast prion fibrils into the brains

of tau transgenic mice accentuated their tau pathology at the injection

site, providing first evidence for seeding of tau by a non-mammalian

prion. Our findings clearly demonstrate that a non-mammalian prion is

capable of modulating tau aggregation as it occurs in the pathogenesis

of AD and other tauopathies.

Prions have recently been found tobemorewidely present in nature

than anticipated, occuring also in bacteria,22,23 plants,24 and even in

the form of a viral expression factor.25 This opens up the perspective

for a relevant contribution of non-mammalian prions to the initiation

of neurodegenerative diseases by seeding, a mechanism for which we

propose the term “trans-seeding.” Trans-seeding comprises the aspects

of β-sheet templated seeding of human prion-like proteins by non-

mammalian prions, pointing to a potentially infectious transmissibility

across the species barrier, capable of triggering human diseases.

In fact, besides our finding of Sup35NM-induced tau aggregation,

further examples for trans-seeding have recently been identified in

the context of neurodegenerative diseases. Aβ aggregation can be

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review: Aggregation of tau protein and its

prion-like spreading constitute characteristic hallmarks

of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Why tau undergoes aggre-

gation in AD is not yet understood. In light of the recent

discoveries of prions in all forms of life, we speculate

whether tau protein aggregation can be provoked by non-

mammalian prions.

2. Interpretation: Our proof-of-concept study demon-

strates that the yeast Sup35NM prion domain can

promote the formation of tau aggregates in vitro and in

vivo. Our findings provide first evidence for cross-species

seeding of tau by a non-mammalian prion.

3. Future directions: We propose to study cross-species

seeding of tau and amyloid beta by non-mammalian (fun-

gal, bacterial, viral) prions. The search for non-mammalian

prions as potentially harmful agents should be intensified.

Further studies may then explore the presence of non-

mammalian prions in AD patients.

induced by bacterial FapC amyloid fragments of Pseudomonas aerug-

inosa in vivo.26 Aβ has recently also been shown to be seeded by

Sup35NMinvitro, complementingour findings andpointing to apoten-

tial role of yeast prions in AD pathogenesis.27 Furthermore, the PD-

defining α-synuclein aggregates can be seeded by the bacterial prion

Curli.28

Howwould these lines of trans-seeding evidence fit into our current

understanding of AD pathogenesis?

1.2.1 Potential route of infection

In AD, trans-seeding prions could reach neurons projecting toward

the brain primarily via the nasopharynx as an entry port. They may

either be ingested or locally produced by the microbiome. From the

nasopharyngeal cavity, prions may enter the brain similarly to viruses,

as most recently exemplified by SARS-CoV-2.29 Early in the course of

COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2 can reach the olfactory and limbic systems,

disturbing the sense of smell and causing cognitive dysfunction.30

Similarly, olfactory dysfunction often constitutes an early symptom

in patients developing PD or AD.31–33 In the olfactory bulb, trans-

seeding prions may drive initial tau aggregation, resulting in neu-

ronal dysfunction and a diminished sense of smell.34 From there,

tau pathology can spread in a prion-like manner trans-neuronally

via the olfactory nerve to the entorhinal cortex, amygdala, and the

hippocampus, to eventually reach the neocortex. Such a spreading

pattern of tau pathology from the olfactory bulb towards the lim-

bic system with subsequent involvement of neocortical structures

would well mirror the pathological and clinically progressive course

of AD.34,35
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1.2.2 Incubation period

Templated seedings of neurodegenerative prion-like proteins are typ-

ically associated with long incubation periods, even when seed and

seeded protein share the same primary structure. Incubation times

of up to three decades were documented for patients with iatrogenic

PrPSc infection or Aβ transmission by contaminated growth hormone

or gonadotropin,36,37 and reached even five decades in people afflicted

by cannibalism-associatedKuru disease.38 In the case of trans-seeding,

in which non-mammalian seed and human prion-like protein differ in

structure, even longer incubation timeswould be expected. Thus, expo-

sure to microbiotic or exogenous non-mammalian prions early in life

could well explain the sporadicmanifestation of AD decades later, with

typical disease onset after the seventh decade of life.

1.2.3 Heterogeneity of tauopathies

By acquiring unique conformational features and quaternary struc-

tures, tau has the ability to form distinct strains.39,40 Thus, tau fila-

ments can either resemble the filaments found inAD, as is the casewith

chronic traumatic encephalopathy,39 or fold differently, as in Pick’s

disease.41 Each tau strainmay affect specific susceptible cells andbrain

regions, resulting in the evolution of different disease characteristics.

As the transmissionof distinct tau strains is specific touniquepatholog-

ical conformations,42 trans-seeding by different prions could explain

the formation of different tau strains and the clinical heterogeneity of

tauopathies.

In summary, the concept of trans-seeding is well in linewith our cur-

rent knowledge on the course of tau pathology and associated neu-

ronal dysfunction inAD. It could explain how the clinicalmanifestations

relate to pathophysiology and provide a plausible explanation for the

anatomical specificity of early lesions associated with AD. In addition,

this concept may also account well for the mixed pathology frequently

observed in AD and other tauopathies, in which aggregation of differ-

ent neurodegenerative prion-like proteins co-occurs.

1.3 Limitations and directions for future research

While our study demonstrates seeding of a neurodegenerative prion-

like protein by a yeast prion, it remains to be investigated (1) whether

trans-seeding can be provoked by various prions, (2) how it may relate

to neurotoxicity, and, most crucially, (3) whether it does indeed occur

in the pathophysiological context of AD and other neurodegenerative

conditions.

1.3.1 Basic research

First, we propose to screen the trans-seeding competence of vari-

ous bacterial and plant prions with tau and other neurodegenera-

tive prion-like proteins in vitro. This will allow assessment of the

frequency of this phenomenon, and which structural properties are

required.Mousemodelsmaynot only help to rapidly validate the trans-

seeding competence of specific prions due to the accelerated forma-

tion of aggregates in transgenic lines, but also serve to examine poten-

tial entry routes of non-human prions upon their intranasal and oral

application.

It will be of interest to test to what extent trans-seeded aggre-

gates structurally match patient-derived fibrils. Cryogenic electron

microscopy of trans-seeded fibrils collected from inoculated trans-

genic mice will allow the comparison of their folding patterns to

characteristic patient-derived fibrils.40,41,43 In addition, it should be

addressed, whether trans-seeding is capable of inducing oligomeric

species of tau or Aβ, as in the current understanding of AD, neu-

ronal dysfunction is primarily mediated by small oligomeric aggre-

gates rather than by extended fibrils of tau or Aβ.44–46 In a trans-

seeding situation, such toxic oligomers might result from a surface-

catalyzed seedingmechanism.Toassessoligomer formationandpoten-

tial links to neurotoxicity, trans-seeded proteins will have to be gen-

erated in larger amounts, analyzed biochemically, and assessed in

genetically modified reporter cell lines. The use of algorithms capa-

ble of identifying proteins with prion properties may furthermore

allow us to search for yet-unidentified prions generated by the human

microbiome.22

1.3.2 Clinical studies and public health aspects

Tomake the case for a truly pathogenic role of trans-seeding inAD, clin-

ical studies will eventually be required to investigate the prevalence

of microbiotic or exogenous prions in AD patients. Samples collected

from their nasopharyngeal or oral microbiome should be screened for

the presence of β-structured proteins based on resistance to formic

acid dissolution, similar to a recent study in rats, in which amyloid pro-

teins have been successfully identified in the microbiome.47 As minute

amounts of seeds can trigger the aggregation of prion-like proteins,48

an initial seed may be undetectable at the time of clinical AD manifes-

tation. Thus, asymptomatic younger subjects should be included in the

screening for microbiotic prions.

Future research may also assess the presence of non-mammalian

prions in foodand theenvironment. TheSup35yeast prion investigated

in our present study, as an example, occurs in wild yeast on grapes and

in Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains of commercial dry wine yeast.49,50

Epidemiological studies addressing the “AD exposome” should include

such prion candidates to provide insights, whichmay also informpublic

health recommendations and policies.51

Identificationof specific trans-seedingprions couldultimately result

in preventive, diagnostic, and therapeutic approaches to neurodegen-

erative disorders. Measures could include the avoidance of food con-

taminated by natural prions or the modulation of the human micro-

biome, for example, through special diets, toward less prion-generating

species.
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1.3.3 Conclusions

We demonstrate that a yeast prion domain can promote the forma-

tion of tau aggregation, providing first in vivo evidence for seeding of a

humanneurodegenerative prion-like protein by a yeast prion.Our find-

ing calls for further analysis of the trans-seeding competence of fungal,

bacterial, plant, and viral prions, aswell as for research on the presence

of such prions in the human microbiome and the environment. Given

the prospect of potentially identifying non-human prions asmodifiable

neurodegeneration-triggering factors, which would undoubtedly be of

significant public health interest, we deem respective research efforts

warranted. The elaboration of the prion concept took more than four

decades from the first description of the inoculability of scrapie by

Cuillé and Chelle in 193652 to Prusiner’s formulation of the protein-

only hypothesis and isolation of the protease-resistant prion protein

in 1982.7,53 While Prusiner had already early on speculated about a

role for prions in the pathogenesis of AD,7 the prion-like behavior of

Aβ and tau was only recognized two decades later.5,54,57 In this light,

the search for amore definite conclusion on the trans-seeding concept

maywell last into the next decade.

2 CONSOLIDATED STUDY DESIGN AND
RESULTS

To investigate whether a non-mammalian prion can provoke human

tau aggregation, we studied the interplay of the Sup35NM yeast prion

domain with tau in vitro and in vivo. Several reasons prompted us to

choose the Sup35NMyeast prion domain for our trans-seeding experi-

ments: Sup35prions formaparallel in-register β-sheet structured amy-

loid similar to tauaggregates,56 whichmightbeaprerequisite for trans-

seeding. Several yeast prions are known to promote the aggregation of

other yeast prions, suggesting heterogeneous seeding competence.57

Moreover, Sup35NMaccelerates amyloid formation in amurinemodel

of silver nitrate-induced serum amyloid A amyloidosis.58

First, we analyzed whether fibrils of the yeast prion domain

Sup35NM are capable of promoting the aggregation of mutant tau in

vitro.We chosemutant tau that harbors theP301Smutation of a famil-

ial tauopathy for the first set of experiments, as it can rapidly assem-

ble into fibrils, even in the absence of a seed.59 When minute amounts

of Sup35NM yeast prion fibrils were added, the aggregation of P301S

tau was not only accelerated, but, unexpectedly, the induced tau fibrils

exhibited a particular corkscrew-like folding pattern. This latter find-

ing implies a structurally different conformation of Sup35NM-induced

compared to spontaneously formed P301S tau filaments.

Next, we investigated, whether even wild-type tau, which is known

to have a low aggregation propensity, can be seeded by the addi-

tion of Sup35NM fibrils. Without seeds, only sparse tau filaments

formed after 16 days of incubation. In contrast, Sup35NM aggregates

prompted the formationofwild-type tau filamentswithinonly3daysof

incubation, again with fibrils harboring a characteristic corkscrew-like

shape. We then used short fragments of these Sup35NM-induced tau

fibrils, which we obtained by sonification, to again seed soluble wild-

type tau. Strikingly, these fragmented tau fibrils were also able to act in

a prion-like manner, with the next generation of tau fibrils again show-

ing the “original” characteristic corkscrew-like pattern. These in vitro

findings demonstrate, that the yeast Sup35NM prion domain can pro-

mote tau aggregation and provoke a characteristic fibril pattern.

To study the interaction of tau and Sup35NM in vivo, we inoculated

pre-aggregated Sup35NM fibrils into the hippocampus of 3-month-old

mice expressing P301S mutant tau in their neurons.60 After 3 months

of incubation, we found a strong accentuation of tau pathology at the

inoculation site. This focal increase of tau aggregation was significant

compared to the contralateral, non-inoculated hippocampus, as well as

compared to controls.

In summary, our findings provide solid first evidence for the induc-

tion of tau aggregation by a non-mammalian prion protein.

3 DETAILED METHODS AND RESULTS

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Schematic of background and main
conclusions

Background, principal experimental approach, results, and main con-

clusions of this paper are summarized in Figure S1 in supporting infor-

mation.

3.1.2 Expression, purification, and fibrillization of
Sup35NM

Sup35NM containing a carboxy-terminal His-tag was expressed using

the plasmid p1404,61 which was a kind gift from Prof. Reed B. Wick-

ner (Laboratory of Biochemistry and Genetics, National Institutes of

Health, Bethesda,Maryland, USA). E. coliRosetta (DE3) pLysSwas used

as expression host and transformed via heat shock.62 A transformed

colony was incubated overnight at 37◦C in a 50 mL LB-ampicillin-

kanamycin flask, then 20 mL of growing culture were added to a flask

containing 2L Terrific Broth-ampicillin-kanamycin medium. Induction

was performed with 1 mM IPTG at an optical absorption at 600 nm

wavelength (A600) of ≈1. Cells were harvested by centrifugation after

5 hours of IPTG induction, and lysed by sonication in lysis buffer

(50 mM Tris-HCL, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 8 M urea, pH

8.0). The lysate was cleared at 12,000 g for 20 minutes at 4◦C, and

the supernatant applied to a 1 mL HisTrap (GE Healthcare) column

pre-equilibrated with lysis buffer. The column was washed (50 mM

Tris-HCl, 1 mM DTT, 8 M urea, 300 mM NaCl, and 20 mM imida-

zole) until absorption at 280 nm reached zero. Sup35NM was eluted

with 250 mM imidazole. Purity of Sup35NM in collected fractions was

analyzed by 4% to 12% sodium dodecyl sulfate polymerase gel elec-

trophoresis. It was then loaded onto a HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 75 PG

(GE Healthcare) column equilibrated with 7 M urea, 50 mM Tris (pH

7.5), and 150mMNaCl. Fractions containing Sup35NMwere assessed
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via Western blotting using an anti-His-Tag antibody (Anti-6X His tag

antibody [HRP], Abcam), pooled, concentrated, and dialyzed against

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) using a Slide-A-Lyzer 10Kdialysis cas-

sette (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Although the C-terminal His-tag used

for purifying Sup35NM can change Sup35NM fibril structure,63 both

untagged and His-tagged Sup35NM share a β-sheet structure similar

to the one present in tau fibrils.56,64 Sup35NM was concentrated to

0.271 mg/mL using an Amicon ultra-centrifugal filter with a 10K cut-

off (Millipore), and incubated at 4◦C under slight agitation for 3 days

to enable fibrillization. Aliquots of fibrillized samples were stored at –

80◦C.

3.1.3 In vitro seedings

For in vitro seedings, recombinant 2N4R wild-type tau (ab84700,

Abcam) and recombinant 2N4R P301S mutant tau (009-001-U01,

Rockland Immunochemicals Inc.) were used together with the

Sup35NM fibrils (described in Section 3.1.2) and -5TyrSup35NM

monomers (GenScript).

The buffer of tau monomers was exchanged to Dulbecco’s

phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS) without calcium and magnesium

(D8537, Merck KGaA) usingMicrospin G-50 columns (GE27-5330-01,

GEHealthcare).

Sup35NM seeds were generated from filaments by sonication

(cycle: 0.2 seconds, amplitude: 100%, 4 × 20 seconds with 2 minutes

breaks in between) in a UP200St tube sonicator (Hielscher Ultrason-

ics GmbH) and filtered with 0.22 μm filter centrifuge tubes to exclude

longer filaments.

Tau monomers at a final concentration of 0.1 mg/mL were mixed

with 0.027mg/mLof seeds inDPBS containing 0.02% sodiumazide and

0.02 mg/mL heparin (H3393, Merck KGaA). Samples were incubated

at 37◦C on an overhead rotator at 30 RPM. Seeding experiments were

replicated three times.

Seeds from Sup35NM induced 2N4R wild-type tau filaments were

generated by sonication in a similar manner as described above (cycle:

0.2 seconds, amplitude: 100%, 4 × 5 minutes with 5 minute breaks in

between). Tau seedswere diluted 1:3 in 2N4Rwild-type taumonomers

for re-seeding experiments.

3.1.4 Transmission electron microscopy

In vitro samples were negatively stained and studied by transmission

electron microscopy (TEM). 4 μL of sample were adsorbed for 60 sec-

onds on glow-discharged copper grids coated with 2% parlodion and a

continuous carbon film. Samples were stained with 2% uranyl acetate

solution.

Labelling of tau filaments with immuno-gold was adapted from

Goedert et al.65 Samples were adsorbed on TEM grids as described

above. Grids were laid face down on a drop of 0.1% gelatin (G7041,

Merck KGaA) in DPBS, incubated for 10 minutes, transferred to a

droplet of HT7 anti-tau antibody (MN1000, Thermo Fisher Scientific,

1:20 dilution in DPBS), and incubated for 60 minutes. After washing

in gelatin solution, grids were stained with anti-mouse antibody con-

jugated to 10 nm gold beads (EM.GAF10). Uranyl acetate was used for

negative stains.

Samples were imaged with FEI Tecnai T12 (operated at 120 kV) and

FEI Tecnai G2 Spirit (operated at 80 kV) transmission electron micro-

scopes (Thermo Fisher Scientific) equipped with TVIPS TemCam-F416

(TietzVideo and ImageProcessing SystemsGmbH) andEMSISVELETA

(EMSIS GmbH) cameras, respectively.

Measurements on the electron micrographs were done with the

imageJ distribution Fiji (https://fiji.sc/). For Sup35NM seeded 2N4R

wild-type tau, periodicity of the wave pattern was used to calculate

mean and standard deviation.

3.1.5 Mice

Homozygous human P301S mutant tau transgenic mice59 were used

as host mice for all seeding experiments. Animal experiments were

approved by the official local Committee for Animal Care and Animal

Use of the Canton of Basel (License Nr. BS2471).

3.1.6 Seed inoculation into P301S tau transgenic
mice

Three-month-old P301S tau mice were anesthetized with a mixture of

ketamine (80 mg/kg) and xylazine (8 mg/kg) and placed on a heating

pad to maintain body temperature during surgery. Mice were injected

in the right hippocampus (A/P,−2.5mm frombregma; L,−2.0mm;D/V,

−1.8 mm) using a Hamilton syringe. Each mouse received a unilateral

stereotaxic injection of 2.5 μL volume, at a speed of 1.25 μL/min. After

injection, the needle was kept in place for an additional 3 minutes. The

surgical area was cleaned with saline and the incision sutured. Mice

were monitored until recovery from anesthesia, provided with anal-

gesic medication, and checked regularly after surgery.

The following seeds were used for inoculation: Brains collected

from C57BL/6 mice (B6 mice) were diluted 1:9 in PBS and homog-

enized using an Ultra-Turax T8 homogenizer (IKA Labortechnik) fol-

lowed by brief sonication (Bandelin SONOPULS, 90% power, 10%

cycle, 10-second pulses). Homogenates were centrifuged at 4000 g for

20 minutes at 4◦C to remove debris and aliquots of supernatant were

stored at –80◦C for later usage as B6-brain homogenates (B6-bh). -

5TyrSup35NMwas obtained from GenScript, diluted in PBS, and inoc-

ulated at a concentration of 0.3 mg/mL. Sup35NM was generated as

described (Section 3.1.2) and inoculated in PBS at a concentration of

0.3mg/mL.

3.1.7 Immunohistochemical analysis

Mice were sacrificed at the age of 6.3 ± 0.5 months, before develop-

ing hindering motor palsy (see Table S3 in supporting information). To

https://fiji.sc/
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F IGURE 1 Sup35NM seeds P301Smutant tau aggregation in vitro. A-C, Transmission electronmicroscope images of negatively stained
preparations of human 2N4R P301Smutant taumonomer aggregates, formed under low heparin conditions (A), and after addition of
-5TyrSup35NMmonomers (B), or Sup35NM seeds (C), at days 0, 3, and 16. Note the occurrence of corkscrew-shaped tau fibrils at days 3 and 16
upon seeding with Sup35NM fibrils (arrows, C). Scale bar for all images: 500 nm, for all magnified insets: 100 nm

this end, animals were deeply anesthetized and brains were dissected

and post-fixed overnight. After paraffin embedding, 4 μm thick coro-

nal sections were prepared. Sections were silver-impregnated follow-

ing the method of Gallyas66 and counterstained by hematoxylin and

eosin staining (H&E). For tau immunohistochemistry, the monoclonal

antibody AT8 (Thermo Scientific; stock solution diluted 1:1000) was

used as described previously.67 Secondary antibodies were obtained

fromVector Laboratories (Vectastain ABC kit).

For neuronal quantification of the CA3 region, a total of three tissue

sectionswere analyzed (at levels –2.6, –2.4, and –2.2mm frombregma)

permouse and staining. Bregma levels were determined by visual com-

parison to the Mouse Brain Atlas.68 The number of AT8 positive and

Gallyas silver-stained neurons was counted by two raters (M.F., A.M.)

on 10X magnified, randomly coded images, taken with a BX43 upright

microscope (Olympus). Themean of the neuron numbers scored by the

two raters was used for statistical analysis.

For a few stainings, only two sections next to the indicated bregma

levels were well preserved and usable for quantification (four sections

lacking for AT8 stainings, three sections lacking for the Gallyas stain-

ings). Due to fixation artifacts, which interfered with immunohisto-

chemistry but not with Gallyas silver staining, AT8 immunohistochem-

istry was not quantifiable for one mouse of the -5TyrSup35NM group,

and twomice of the Sup35NMgroup.

3.1.8 Statistical analysis

First, we estimated themean neuron count permouse in the ipsilateral

CA3 field of P301S tau transgenic mice inoculated with either B6-bh,

-5TyrSup35NM, or Sup35NM. This comparison between study groups

was done using a one-way analysis of variance. P-values were adjusted

for multiple comparisons using Tukey’s test.

Next, we compared the ipsilateral (inoculated) to the contralateral

(non-inoculated) side of Sup35NM injectedmice. To estimate the num-

ber ofAT8- orGallyas stain–positive neurons in their hippocampalCA3

fields, the mean neuron counts per mouse of the ipsilateral and con-

tralateral sides were compared by paired t-tests. A P-value < .05 was

considered significant. All evaluations were done using the statistical

software R (www.r-project.org). Mean values and standard deviations

are given in the respective figure legends.

http://www.r-project.org
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F IGURE 2 Sup35NM seeds wild-type tau aggregation in vitro. A-C, Transmission electronmicroscope images of negatively stained
preparations of human 2N4Rwild-type taumonomer aggregation under low heparin conditions (A), and after addition of -5TyrSup35NM
monomers (B), or Sup35NM seeds (C), at days 0, 3, and 16. Note the occurrence of corkscrew-shaped tau fibrils at days 3 and 16 upon seeding with
Sup35NM fibrils (arrows, C). Scale bar for all images: 500 nm, for all magnified insets: 100 nm

3.2 Results

3.2.1 In vitro seeding of tau by Sup35NM

To study the potential of the yeast Sup35 prion for trans-seeding tau

protein, we expressed the Sup35NM prion domain in E. coli and aggre-

gated it at 4 ◦C into fibrils (Figure S2 in supporting information). The

combined N-terminal (N) and middle (M) domains of Sup35 are suf-

ficient to form Sup35NM fibrils with prion properties.69 Sup35NM is

highly aggregation prone, only stayingmonomericwhen purified under

denaturing conditions, which require a high concentration of reduc-

ing agents.70 Therefore, recombinant tyrosine-deleted Sup35NM pro-

tein (termed -5TyrSup35NM), previously described as a less aggregat-

ing Sup35NMmutant,71 was used as a non-aggregated seeding control

for in vitro and in vivo seeding experiments.

First, we analyzed whether Sup35NM fibrils were capable of

directly inducing tau aggregation in vitro. The naturally unfolded tau

protein does not easily aggregate in vitro without co-factors such

as heparin. Hence, we incubated either aggregation-prone recombi-

nant human 2N4R P301S tau monomers (Figure 1) or 2N4R wild-type

tau monomers (Figure 2) in the presence of very low levels of hep-

arin (0.02 mg/mL) either unseeded (Figure 1A, Figure 2A), with non-

aggregated -5TyrSup35NM monomers (Figure 1B, Figure 2B), or with

Sup35NM fibril fragments (obtained by sonication of Sup35NM fibrils;

Figures 1C and 2C).

Seeding of P301S tau monomers with Sup35NM fibril fragments

resulted in the formation of tau filaments displaying a distinctly wavy,

slightly skewed corkscrew-like pattern (Figure 1C), which was only

rarely seen in unseeded or -5TyrSup35NM incubated tau samples. As

this corkscrew-like P301S tau fibril patternwas somewhat reminiscent

of the curly tau fibrils previously described upon seedings with mutant

tau seeds,72 we assume that it might correspond to a specific tau fibril

strain.

As expected, unseededP301S taumonomers aggregated into awide

variety of filaments (Figure 1A). P301S tau monomers kept with -

5TyrSup35NM monomers formed similar filaments as the unseeded

sample. However, after 3 days of incubation these filaments showed

clumpy protein decorations that were no longer visible after 16 days
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F IGURE 3 Re-seedings of taumonomers by Sup35NM-inducedwild-type tau filaments. A, B, Transmission electronmicroscope images of
negatively stained preparations of human 2N4Rwild-type taumonomer aggregation under low heparin conditions at time points day 0 and day 3,
using corkscrew-like 2N4Rwild-type tau filaments (Generation 0 seeds) previously induced by Sup35NM seeds. This resulted in a next generation
(Generation 1 [G1]) of corkscrew-like filaments (arrow, A). Re-seeding with G1 filaments again induced corkscrew-like tau aggregates in G2 (arrow,
B). Scale bar for all images: 500 nm, for all magnified insets: 100 nm

(Figure 1B). This suggested a transient interaction of the taumonomers

with -5TyrSup35NM,which itself also formed fibrils after 16dayswhen

kept without taumonomers (Figure S3 in supporting information).

Strikingly, Sup35NM seeds also provoked rapid aggregation of

2N4R wild-type tau monomers into fibrils (Figure 2C). These fibrils

again exhibited a characteristic corkscrew-like pattern, with clear pref-

erence toward regular wave patterns with a periodicity of ≈143 nm

(± 12 nm, n = 87; Figure 2C) when observed in negative stain

TEM images. Compared to non-seeded (Figure 2A) or -5TyrSup35NM

exposed wild-type taumonomers (Figure 2B), fibril formation was pro-

moted by Sup35NM seeds, and corkscrew-like fibrils formed already

at day 3 (Figure 2C). Immuno-gold labelling of the Sup35NM-induced

corkscrew-like fibrils confirmed that they consist of tau, and not of

minute amounts of Sup35NM seeds (Figure S4 in supporting informa-

tion).

Next, we created short seeds out of Sup35NM-induced humanwild-

type2N4R tau filaments by sonication, in order to seed2N4Rwild-type

tau monomers. After 3 days we observed rapid formation of tau fila-

ments (Figure3A),which in turn could beused for seeding anext gener-

ation of fibrils (Figure 3B).While the aggregation accelerating effect of

the seeds stayed intact, the distinct wave pattern, which was well pre-

served in the first generation of re-seeding, lost its exclusivity during

the subsequent seeding generation,wheremorphologies as seenprevi-

ously in heparin-induced samples occurred more often. This observed

dilution could be attributable to the fact that Sup35NM-induced fib-

rils occur first due to theaggregation-promotingeffect of Sup35NM.At

later timepoints it is possible that the interactionof taumonomerswith

heparin alone results in the formation of fibrils as well (as seen for the

negative control without Sup35NM seeds; Figure 2A). These heparin-

induced tau fibrils could then act as templates as well, and therefore

themorphology of Sup35NM-induced fibrils becomes less dominant.

3.2.2 In vivo seeding of tau by Sup35NM

Next, we asked whether Sup35NM fibrils have the potential to accen-

tuate tau pathology in vivo. To this end, we inoculated pre-aggregated

Sup35NM fibrils into P301S mice, which express human full-length

0N4R tau with the P301S tau mutation present in hereditary forms

of frontotemporal dementia and parkinsonism linked to chromosome

17 (FTDP-17TAU). This widely used tauopathy model is particularly

suitable for rapid in vivo tau seeding.60 P301S tau mice develop

slowly progressive intraneuronal tau inclusions, which become accen-

tuated upon the inoculation of β-sheet–structured tau seeds.59,61

Sup35NM, -5TyrSup35NM, and brain homogenate of non-transgenic

C57BL/6mice (termed B6-bh), were used as seeding material for com-

parison. We inoculated 2.5 μL of Sup35NM pre-formed fibrils, or -

5TyrSup35NM, or B6-bh solutions into the right hippocampus of 3-

month-old P301S tau transgenic host mice. In Sup35NM inoculated

P301S tau mice, 3 months post-inoculation, a strong accentuation of

AT8 immunohistochemistry andGallyas silver stain positive taupathol-

ogy was noted at the hippocampal inoculation site and along the injec-

tion canal (Figure 4A-D, Figure 5). The accentuation of tau pathol-

ogy in the CA3 field upon Sup35NM injection was consistent compar-

ing these mice to B6-bh-injected P301S control mice (Figure 4A, C,

Table S1 in supporting information). As Sup35NM only remains non-

aggregated when high amounts of detergents are present, that is, con-

ditions incompatible with in vivo experiments including stereotaxic
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F IGURE 4 Sup35NM seeds tau aggregation in P301S tau transgenic mice. A-D, Increase in AT8 immunohistochemistry (AT8) and Gallyas
staining (GALL) positive neurons in the unilateral CA3 field after intrahippocampal Sup35NM fibril inoculation in P301S tau transgenic mice. AT8
and Gallyas positive neurons comparing P301S taumice inoculated with C57BL/6mouse brain homogenates (B6-bh), -5TyrSup35NM solution,
and Sup35NM fibrils (A, C; one-way analysis of variance, followed by Tukey’s test), and corresponding histology (Bregma level –2.6mm).
Comparison between non-injected (contralateral) and injected (ipsilateral) side (B, D; paired t-tests), and representative histological findings
(Bregma level –2.4mm). *P< .05, **P< .01, n.s.= non-significant; indicated is themean number of positive CA3 neurons per section± standard
deviation. For detailed quantitative data see Table S2 in supporting information

inoculations, we used the less aggregating -5TyrSup35NM mutant as

negative control. Indeed, in these mice only a mild, non-significant

increase in tau pathology was noted compared to B6-bh inoculated

mice (Figure 4A, C, Table S1). This observation paralleled our in vitro

findings of a limited short-term interaction between -5TyrSup35NM

and P301S tau that did not lead to obvious changes in tau fibril struc-

ture. Moreover, our experiment also confirmed the strong aggregation

propensity of Sup35NM, which partially persisted even with the -5Tyr

deletion.73

Furthermore, quantitative estimates confirmed an increase in hip-

pocampal tau pathology in the CA3 sector of the Sup35NM inoculated

ipsilateral hippocampus compared to the contralateral (non-seeded)

side (Figure 4B, D, Table S2 in supporting information). Similar to the

seeding effects of brain extracts from tauopathy patients in P301Shost

mice,74 we noted the induction of Gallyas positive grains in the dor-

sal fornix in a subset of Sup35NM seeded mice, mostly in close prox-

imity to the inoculation canal (Figure 5A, B). These findings are com-

patible with a robust in vivo seeding effect of Sup35NM and a mild,
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F IGURE 5 Sup35NM induces focal tau pathology. Focal tau pathology induced around hippocampal inoculation canal and ipsilateral dorsal
fornix upon Sup35NM inoculation. A, B, Gallyas stains. Note the characteristic focal grain-like tau aggregates in proximity of the hippocampal
injection canal upon Sup35NM inoculation (A, arrows indicate tau pathology along the inoculation canal). Granular tau pathology develops in the
ipsilateral dorsal fornix of a SUP35NM-seeded P301Smouse (B, right; arrow), but is absent in the contralateral fornix (B, left)

non-significant residual seeding effect of the less aggregation prone -

5TyrSup35NMmutant.
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